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Abstract—Artificial reverberation effects often use a combi-
nation of echoes with short delay times to simulate the natural
reverberation of a certain space or system. “Shimmer” is a type
of reverberation effects that introduce enhanced harmonics of the
input signal into the reverberation process. One typical approach
to obtain the harmonics is real-time pitch shifting. In this work,
a “shimmer” effect is implemented by combining feedback delay
network (FDN) reverberators with real-time pitch shifters based
on phase vocoder time-scale modification (TSM).

I. INTRODUCTION

STUDIES on digital artificial reverberation [1] as an audio
effect usually focus on the quality and fidelity of the re-

verberation itself. “Shimmer” effect, on the other hand, creates
an exceptional string-like reverberation by involving enhanced
harmonics of the input signal in the reverberation process. In a
typical “Shimmer” effect system, different harmonics obtained
by real-time pitch shifting are mixed with the original input
signal in a reverberator.

One implementation of the pitch shifter is the combination
of time-scale modification (TSM) and resampling. To shift the
pitch by one octave, the input signal is first stretched out to
twice its length and then re-sampled back to the original time-
scale. Different methods such as synchronous overlap-add
(SOLA), sinusoidal modeling and phase vocoder are widely-
used in TSM. As a high-quality TSM algorithm, the phase
vocoder algorithm [2] extracts the phase information of each
input audio block in frequency domain and manipulates the
phases of every frequency peaks to preserve the waveform
continuity.

In this project, the phase-vocoder-based pitch shifters is
connected with feedback delay network (FDN) reverberators
[3] in a “shimmer” effect implementation. The rest of this
work is organized as follows: Section II gives a detailed
review of the principles and procedures of the pitch shifter
algorithm based on the phase vocoder. In Section III, the basic
delay line operations and the FDN reverberator algorithm are
illustrated. Section IV demonstrates the system structure and
implementation scheme, while the results are presented and
discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI summarizes the
project and proposes several future directions.

II. PITCH SHIFTER ALGORITHM

The pitch shifter algorithm used in this work can be divided
into two steps: the first step is time-scale modification (TSM)

using phase vocoder techniques; the second step is re-sampling
the signal back to the original time-scale using simple linear
interpolation. For example, if a input signal is time-stretched
to twice its original length, then it will be down-sampled
by 2 to restore the original length. Therefore, the frequency
components in the output signal are doubled, so the pitch of the
signal is up-shifted by an octave. Since the re-sampling process
is relatively trivial, this section focus on the basic concept and
implementation details of the phase vocoder TSM algorithm.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the process of the phase-vocoder-
based TSM can be separated into three stages: the analysis
stage, the spectral manipulation stage and the synthesis stage.
The general idea of TSM is to analyze the input signal with
a hop size Ra and use these analysis frames to construct a
new signal with a different hop size Rs through overlap-add
(OLA). The TSM ratio is determined by:

ratio =
Rs

Ra
. (1)

However, to make sure that the output waveform is continuous
after OLA, the phase of adjacent synthesis frames must
be coherent. Unlike other time-domain TSM algorithms, the
phase vocoder algorithm apply short-time Fourier transform to
the analysis frames and then modify their phase information
in frequency domain to achieve phase coherence.

A. Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and Constant
Overlap-Add (COLA) Windows

In the analysis stage, the input signal is decomposed into
several frames with a hop size Ra. Each frame is also
windowed so that the spectrum leakage is reduced. Short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) is then applied on the windowed
analysis frames to obtain the magnitude Ai

a[k] and phase
φia[k], where i and k denote the index of successive frames
and frequency bins respectively. These information will be
utilized in the spectral manipulation stage. To achieve vertical
coherence in the output waveform of the synthesis stage, the
overlapped windows must sum up to a constant:

∞∑
r=−∞

w2(n− rRs) = C, (2)

where w denotes the window function, n denotes the sample
number in each window, Rs denotes the synthesis hop size,
r denotes the index of each overlapped window and C is a
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the phase vocoder TSM algorithm (from [4]).

constant number. The window function is squared because it is
applied on each frame again in the synthesis stage. Different
window functions may satisfy (2) with different overlapped
step size. In this implementation, Hann Window with 75%
overlap is chosen, that is, the synthesis hop size Rs will always
be a quarter of the window size, and the TSM ratio only
depends on the analysis hop size Ra.

B. Phase Locking in Frequency Domain

Since the analysis hop size Ra and the synthesis hop size
Rs are different, phase adjustment needs to be applied on each
frame to maintain phase coherence between adjacent frames in
the spectral manipulation stage. The frequency components of
the input signal usually lie in-between frequency bins. Assume
there is an actual component frequency ωtrue close to a bin
frequency ωk, to make sure the phase coherence between the
ith and i-1th synthesis frames, the synthesis phase difference
∆φs[k]

∆
= φis[k]− φi−1

s [k] at bin frequency ωk must satisfy:

∆φs[k] = ωtrue ·Rs = (ωk + ∆ω) ·Rs, (3)

where ∆ω denotes the difference between the actual compo-
nent frequency ωtrue and the bin frequency ωk.

Therefore, the major task of the phase vocoder algorithm is
to estimate the actual component frequency ωtrue = ωk + ∆ω
using the phase information in the STFT of analysis frames.
Since these analysis phases calculate by STFT are all wrapped,
the actual analysis phase of bin k is Pa[k] + 2πM (M ∈ Z).
Hence, the phase difference between the ith and i-1th analysis
frames should be:

(φia[k] + 2πM1)− (φi−1
a [k] + 2πM2) = (ωk + ∆ω) ·Ra, (4)

where φia[k], φi−1
a [k] and ωk ·Ra are known quantities. Thus,

the unwrapped partial phase difference can be calculated by:

∆ω ·Ra + 2π(M2 −M1) = φia[k]− φi−1
a [k]− ωk ·Ra, (5)

which can be further wrapped into (−π, π] and therefore
obtain ∆ω and ωtrue = ωk + ∆ω. The synthesis phase at
bin frequency ωk in the ith synthesis frame is thus given by:

φis[k] = φi−1
s [k] + ωtrue ·Rs. (6)

The algorithm demonstrated above can simply be applied
to every frequency bins of the STFT, however, according to
Laroche and Dolson [2], such a strategy results in vertical
incoherence in the output waveform under non-integer TSM
ratio and randomized initial synthesis phase. Hence, a better
strategy to utilize this algorithm is to first detect the local peaks
and their regions of influence in the magnitude Aa[k] of each
analysis frame and apply this algorithm to the peak bins only.
Then, for a peak bin k0, the current complex spectrum of all
the bins within its region of influence will be rotated by the
same angle:

∆φ = φis[k0]− φia[k0]. (7)

In this way, the spectral characteristics of each frequency
component of the input signal can be preserved, since the
energy of each frequency component is usually spread into
the nearby frequency bins. The definition of a magnitude peak
in this implementation is that a peak’s magnitude should be
larger than that of its two neighbors on the right and of its two
neighbors on the left, and the boundary between two adjacent
regions is set halfway.

III. FEEDBACK DELAY NETWORK REVERBERATOR

In this section, the basic concept and operations of digital
delay lines are reviewed. On the basis of that, the feedback
delay network (FDN) reverberator system are derived.

A. Digital Delay Lines and Fixed-Length Delay Systems

A digital delay line is a digital buffer that stores the input
data samples for several clock cycles and then pops them to
the output. One naive implementation of a N -sample delay
system could be a length-M (M > N ) array with a pointer
indicating the read/write position. In each clock cycle, one
data sample whose position in the array is referred by the
pointer will be sent to the output and then overwrote by the
input sample. The pointer will move one step forward in the
array at the end of each clock cycle. The length of the data
array is set to M so that it is capable of realizing any delay
lengths shorter than M . However, when changing the delay
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length, such a structure will produce discontinuities in the
output signal, which is not acceptable in audio effects that
are based on delay length manipulations.

To produce a smooth transition between different delay
lengths, circular delay lines and interpolation methods are
introduced in practical delay line implementations.

Input Pointer
Output Pointer

Cicular 
Delay Line

Fig. 2. An example of a circular delay line.

As presented in Fig. 2, a circular delay line, usually very
long, has an input pointer that keeps moving one step forward
in each clock cycle and an output pointer chasing the input
pointer along the buffer. If the distance between the two
pointers is fixed, the system becomes a fixed-length delay
system, but when the delay length changes, such a structure
guarantees that the data samples near the output pointer are
all recorded in the same time period and thus will not result
in huge discontinuities. In practical audio software, causal
smoothing-filters [5] are always applied to the controllers of
the parameters, such as delay lengths, to make sure their output
curves are continuous. As a result, the movements of the output
pointer will always be within adjacent samples in the buffer.

To further achieve the continuous changes in delay length,
delay lines must have the capability of dealing with non-
integer delay lengths. Hence, in practical delay line imple-
mentations, certain interpolation methods are usually applied
to the data samples in the buffer to evaluate the data value
in-between the sample interval.

Output Pointer

α

1 - α

Fig. 3. A linear interpolation filter applied in a delay line.

Among all these interpolation methods, linear interpolation
is the most flexible and efficient one. As demonstrated in
Fig. 3, to realize a non-integer delay length N + α using
linear interpolation, where N is the integer part and α is the
fractional part, an interpolation filter is applied to the output
sample and its neighbor, which gives an approximation x̂ of

the output signal x at the non-integer index n−N − α:

x̂(n−N −α) = (1−α) · x(n−N) +α · x(n−N − 1). (8)

The relationship in (8) can also be simplified to save one
multiplication:

x̂(n−N−α) = x(n−N)+α·[x(n−N−1)−x(n−N)]. (9)

B. Feedback Delay Network (FDN) Reverberator System

As shown in Fig. 4, a simple echo effect can be constructed
on the basis of a delay line module. To create decaying echoes
of the input signal, the delayed signal is sent back into the
delay line after multiplied by a feedback gain that is smaller
than 1. The original signal also needs to be mixed with the
output signal, otherwise only echoes can be heard.

Delay

Feedback Gain

Dry Mix

Fig. 4. The signal flow diagram of a simple echo effect.

The simple echo effect illustrated above can easily be
extended to multiple delay lines and feedback paths. Moreover,
a lossless matrix can be introduced into the feedback process
to obtain cross-coupling between delay lines. Such a system is
called a feedback delay network (FDN) [3], which is proven
to perform well in the simulation of the late reverb stage of
a complete reverberation. Fig. 5 shows the diagram of a 4th-
order FDN Reverberator, where Hn denotes a lumped lowpass
damping filter with a 60dB decay time.

Fig. 5. The system diagram of an order 4 FDN Reverberator (from [4]).

According to Rocchesso [6], the delay lengths of an FDN
Reverberator can be determined by the acoustic room modes
of a room model. [7] provides a decent graphical room
mode calculator for cuboid rooms. In this project, order 16
FDN reverberators are chosen to achieve rich cross-coupling
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Fig. 6. The system diagram of the “shimmer” effect.

between delay lines. The lossless feedback matrix used in
these FDN reverberators are order 16 Hadamard Matrix [3].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME

The signal flow diagram of the whole system is presented
in Fig. 6. The input signal is first up-shifted by one and two
octaves and then sent into the branch FDN reverberator, which
simulates the reverberation of a huge space. A 275ms delay is
then applied to the output signal of the branch reverb module
so that the harmonics will fade in slightly after the input signal.
The input signal of the branch reverb and delay modules are
both bypassed, so the original pitch-shifted signals will not
go through these modules. Finally, the input signal will be
mixed with its enhanced harmonics and sent into a master
FDN reverberator, which is based on the model of a medium
room. In this case, the reverberated harmonics can be fully
mixed with the input signal.

It is also worth mentioning that the quality of the pitch
shifting effect based on the phase vocoder strongly depends on
the audio buffer size. Only with a buffer size larger than 1024
samples can the system produce a decent pitch shifted output
signal. Thus, to reduce the overall latency of the system, while
using a small 512-sample audio buffer, an internal buffer with
a size of 2048 samples is introduced so that the pitch shifter
algorithm can have a decent performance.

V. RESULTS

The “shimmer”’ effect system illustrated in the previous
sections is implemented in C++ using JUCE framework. In
this section, the output signals of the pitch shifter module
and the FDN reverberators are evaluated separately, and the
design and implementation of the graphical user interface is
also presented.

A. Pitch Shifter

Fig. 7 shows the result of a sinusoid processed by the pitch
shifter algorithm. The original signal is a 4-second long, 5Hz
sinusoid sampled at 4KHz. It is time-stretched to twice the
length by the phase vocoder TSM algorithm and re-sampled
back to 4 second. As a result, the frequency of the output
signal becomes 10 Hz.

Fig. 7. A 5Hz sinusoid time-stretched and pitch-shifted.

B. FDN Reverberator

The impulse response of the branch and the master FDN
reverbreator module are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respec-
tively. The longest delay line in the branch FDN reverbreator is
around 400ms, and it also has a 60dB decay time of 9 seconds.
Therefore, the impulse response of branch reverb module is
relatively longer. On the other hand, all the delay lengths in
the master FDN reverbreator are less than 300ms, with a 60dB
decay time of 5 seconds.
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Fig. 8. Impulse response of the branch FDN reverbreator.
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Fig. 9. Impulse response of the master FDN reverbreator.

C. Graphical User Interface Design

The user interface should be capable of controlling certain
parameters such as the ratio of the wet signal mixed in the
total output, the delay length of the branch FDN reverberator
and its 60dB decay time. As presented in Fig. 10, three
sliders controlling such parameters are included in the GUI
implementation using JUCE framework.

Fig. 10. The GUI design using JUCE framework.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this project, the phase-vocoder-based pitch shifter algo-
rithm is combined with the FDN reverberator algorithm to
form a “shimmer” audio effect system. An internal buffer is
introduced to the pitch shifter so that the high quality of the
pitch shift can be maintained in a low latency audio system
with a small audio buffer size.

Currently, the input audio signal is shifted up by one and
two octave and sent into the branch reverb module. In the
future, another branch can be added to the system so that the
two enhanced harmonics can have different delay lengths, and
the richness of the “shimmer” effect will thus be increased.

In addition, the pitch shifter module implemented in this
project still needs a relatively large buffer to maintain the
quality of the pitch shifting, while it is possible to use more
advanced algorithms that can work well with a buffer size
of 512 samples or less. With a more efficient pitch shifter
module, it is also interesting to experiment with the location
of this module in this system and see its impact to the whole
effect.
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